The anomalous Hall effects at low temperatures in the heavy electron system are discussed on the basis of the periodic Anderson Hamiltonian with degenerate orbitals. We take into account the skew scattering through the spin-orbit coupling of the f-orbitals. Following the Fermi liquid theory, we derive the general expression for the anomalous Hall coefficient in the coherent regime. The expression shows that the anomalous Hall coefficient, which is added to the ordinary Hall coefficient, is proportional to the product of the susceptibility and the square of the resistivity at low temperatures. This behavior is confirmed to be in good agreement with the experimental results. The extension of this theory to the cuprate high temperature superconductor is also discussed shortly. § 1. Introduction
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In the heavy electron system the anomalous Hall effect is observed in addition to the ordinary Hall effect.1),2) The latter does not show any temperature dependence at low temperatures unless the Fermi surface of heavy electron changes drastically. 3) This ordinary Hall coefficient is expected to change when the system begins to deviate from the Fermi liquid state with increasing temperature.
On the other hand, the anomalous Hall coefficient begins to increase with increasing temperature from a constant value at T=O, and decreases at high temperatures after showing a peak at temperature TM • 1 ), 2) There are several theories on the anomalous Hall coefficient at temperatures higher than TM • 4 ), 5) In these theories the coherence among lattice sites is ignored and the scattering is treated as the impurity scattering.
In this paper we discuss the anomalous Hall coefficient in the coherent regime. The theory for the case without spin-()rbit coupling has been reported shortly by Kohno and Yamada. 6 ) Here we extend it to the case with spin-orbit coupling 7 ) and derive the general expression for the Hall coefficient.
In general, Hall coefficient RH is given by conductivity 6xy and 6xx asS)
where RHO and R H a represent ordinary and anomalous Hall coefficients, respectively.
Our result shows that RH a is given at low temperatures by where p is the electrical resistivity. Here we assume the symmetry between x and y directions,
The resistivity is given by the sum of the residual resistivity and the T2-term as 9 ),IO)
The coefficient, c, of p2 in (1· 2) is independent of temperature and proportional to the susceptibility of the heavy electron system. This result arises from the following behavior of IJXY in the coherent regime. The Hall conductivity IJXY is independent of temperature and proportional to the susceptibility at low temperatures. This is the important result of this paper. 
Here, two-particle Green's function, Kij(w), is given by the analytical continuation of Kij(wn) defined as (2'10)
Now we show the derivation of the H-linear term for the simple case shown in 
where K~k{W) is the two-particle Green's function shown in Fig. 1 and R represents the retarded function. The off-diagonal part of the conductivity, (];y, is given by ~'M'cr where EX and Zk are eigenenergy of quasi-particle and renormalization fack,£ tor, respectively, . Here we extend it to the case with the spin-orbit coupling. In a way parallel to the previous paper 6 ) we can derive
Here, four-point vertex r(q, v) shown in Fig. 2 is given by
where the momentum dependence of r(q, v) is important to give a finite contribution.
)
In (2-18) Gk R is the (N f +2) X (N f +2) matrix Green's function of the retarded type, j being the eigenvalue of the angular momentum J; there are N f =2j + 1 components of I-electrons and two components of conduction electrons. In our case Gk has generally the off-diagonal matrix elements, since they arise from the hybridization. The H-linear terms of 6xy contributing to the anomalous Hall effect are obtained from the derivative of the Green's function of I-electrons, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) The term in the bracket of (2-20) is related to the susceptibility enhanced by the electron correlation. 6 ) This term arising from the localized I-orbitals is not taken into account in the ordinary Hall effect. 
Here we can see the relation,
Now, we consider only the spin non-flip term, (J=(;' as an example,
Thus, A(fi, fi') is given by
Here PI(Z) = Pl(cos Bk,k') is the Legendre function and Z=COSBkk'= fi· fi'; Pi and Pi' are the derivatives of Pl. The vector product, fi X fi' = kxk~-kyk'x, represents the skew scattering term. Thus, the term given by Fig. 1 contributes to the skew scattering in a way similar to the orbital degenerate case without spin-orbit coupling, though the expression for the case with spin-orbit coupling is more complicated than that without the coupling. § 3. Conductivity for the case with degenerate f -orbitals
In this section we give the general expression for the conductivity, which is necessary to derive the general terms for the anomalous Hall coefficient in the next section. The conductivity for the case without spin-orbit coupling was given in Ref. 13 ). Now we discuss the Green's functions for the case with spin-orbit coupling and crystal field splitting. With use of the selfenergy f k and energy Ek for l-electrons,1l),14)
Nf being the number of the local I-electron states, where matrix P k is given by
The Green's function of conduction electron is given by
The eigenenergy of quasi-particle w=Etn is determined by
The wave-function renormalization factors for t-and conduction electrons, Zk f and Zk c , are given as follows:
where G%-is given by
G%-(w)=[wl-Ek-Xk(w)-vtcr Vkir/(w-Ckir)]-l,
The velocity of quasi-particle is given by where
=ZkC{Vk C + Tr[ V kCiG%-(t7 kEk+[7 kX k(O) +[7 k( vtcr V kir)/(f.1-Ckir»
(3'11)
In general, the conductivity at low temperatures is given in terms of the quasiparticles by9) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) where CUM is a numerical factor determined by the consideration of the Umklapp scattering. The velocity of the quasi-particles, vt is given by (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) where the Green's function for the quasi-particle ;s given by
The inverse lifetime of quasi-particle is given by rt=Tr Zk f LJk=zkcTr -V kGk of LJkGkOf-Vt .
Substituting (3 -9), (3 -13) and (3 -14) into (3 -12), we obtain As the result, (J p.v can be written as where (Jj1v is given by (2 -9). Thus, we have recovered (2 -8) starting with the expression in terms of quasi-particles. , For the later convenience, we rewrite (3-16) as where current operator fj h is given by N ow we consider again the derivation of (4 ·1) for lJ"v at low temperatures, in order to obtain the H-linear term of IJ XY ' The Green's functions, ().fR and ().fA, in (4'1) originate from the limit co->O. As shown in (2·9), we take the co-linear term in the imaginary part of KR(CO). Only the diagrams possessing the g2 section called by Eliashberg,ll) GfR(O)GfA(O), which is connected by only the two lines, GfR(CO+c) and GfA(c), gives the co-linear term. We pick up every diagram of this type in the general diagrams. By this procedure we divide the diagram into two parts separated by only two lines (one electron-line and one hole-line). The skew scattering term (k X k')z gives a finite contribution to the H-linear term of IJXY, muliplied by VkxVk'y as shown in Fig. 4 . Here, it should be noted that the skew scattering terms obtained by taking the derivative by H from the Green's function other than GfR and GfA cancel out each other. The reason can be understood as follows: Now we put aside the factor v kxV k'y which gives finite contributions to IJ XY together with the skew scattering term, and consider only the two-particle Green's function. The diagrams with co=o in Fig. 4 , which are symmetric with respect to the interchange between k and k', give no skew scattering terms which are anti-symmetric with respect to the interchange between k and k'. It is only the external frequency co which brings the asymmetry between k and k' in Fig. 4 . In the expression of IJXY the external frequency co remains only in the product GfR(O)G fA (O)=IGf R (O)12, which itself gives no asymmetry between k and k'. The derivative of GfR and GfA by H gives the asymmetry between k and k'. -Thus, the H-linear term of IJ XY arises from only the derivative of GfRG fA .
'By taking the derivative of GfR(O) and GfA(O) by H, we obtain the H-linear term of IJXY; (4 ·3) where i=(l-af/ah)MM, h=gJ1BH and sums over MI, Mz, M3 and M4 should be taken. Here, CGM arises from the fact that the current vertex corrections appear in both sides of H derivative. Now we explain the general expression (4·3). Here, we have considered that the derivative of GfA(O) by H appears in the opposite sign of that of GfR(O) owing to the opposite direction of electron lines, which interchanges k and k' in the mixing term. With' use of (2·22) we obtain
We have seen in (2·21) that the conservation of M is essential to obtain the skew scattering term. After taking the H-derivative to fix M, if I-electron k, M hybridizes with conduction electron k, the memory of momentum M is lost and the skew scattering disappears. Therefore, after the H-derivative, the I-electron line should be directly connected with the I-electron interaction vertex part without mixing with conduction electron k . . Thus, the above ImGkf(O) is replaced with ImGkOf(O). Here, Green's function GkOf(W) is the diagonal part of the Green's function for the I-electron,
Here, we have assumed the off-diagonal terms are small compared with the diagonal term. The first and second terms of (4·3) arise from the H-derivatives taken at Mz or M3 and MI or M4 in Fig. 3 In this case rJxy/H is independent of t~mperature. Thus, we obtain the general expression for the Hall coefficient due to the skew scattering as From this figure, the Hall coefficients for UPtg, CeCus, CeNi and UAb seem to show p2-behaviors at low temperatures. The slope of the line depends on the magnetic susceptibility, which decreases with increasing temperature. Hiraoka et aJ.l 5 ) confirmed that the Hall coefficients under several pressures in UgNiaSn4 are fitted well by the universal curve of (5-1), though it can neither be fitted by T2 nor T4. This result means that the pressure dependence of constant c proportional to the susceptibility is small. The resistivity p includes the residual resistivity. For the systems possessing a large residual resistivity, such as CePd3, it may be not so good to analyze the Hall coefficients by our theory, since we have assumed the coherent region with small resistivity. It is desirable that the comparison of our theory with experimental results is extended to other heavy fermion materials to check and develop our theory. § 6. Conclusion and discussion
We have shown that the Hall coefficient in the coherent region of heavy electrons is given by (6, 1) The second term is the anomalous Hall coefficient due to the skew scattering. This result has been compared with experimental results for the heavy electron systems such as UPt3, CeCu6, U3NisSn4 and UAlz. Our theory seems to explain well the experimental results, though it is necessary to check the theory by the further comparison with other experimental results.
In this paper we have confined ourselves to the coherent region. With increasing temperature the lifetime of the quasi-particles becomes short. Therefore, at the temperatures near the transition from the coherent region to the incoherent one, IJ XY behaves as p-2, owing to the large imaginary part of selfenergy of I-electrons in Eq. (4·5). In this case the Hall coefficient behaves as
Thus, the Hall coefficient shows a peak around this temperature and decreases with decreasing susceptibility at high temperatures. Here, it should be noted that this kind of behavior has been observed also in the cuprate superconductors, TbBa2CuOs+8 and TlSr2CaCu207_8.
1S )
.
It is one of the future problems to study the Hall coefficients in the intermediate region between the coherent and the incoherent region. We think this theory can be applied to the normal states of the cup rate oxide superconductors with a small modification. This is also one of the future problems. Though we have given the expression of the anomalous Hall coefficient (6 ·1), we have not determined the sign and magnitude of constant c. This is the most important future problem. These problems will be discussed in the future paper.
